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Tennis Rules & Etiquette 

 
You always want to win. That is why you play tennis, because you love the sport and try to be the best you can at it. – Roger Federer 

 

 
 

There was once a boy who liked nothing more in the world than to win. He loved winning at whatever it may 
be: football, cards, video games... everything. And because he couldn't stand losing, he had become an 
expert in all kinds of tricks and cheating. He could play tricks in practically every situation, without being 
noticed; even in video games or playing alone. He could win without ever being caught. 
 
He won so many times that everyone saw him as the champion. It meant that almost no one wanted to play 
with him, he was just too far ahead of everyone. One person who did play with him was a poor boy, who was 
a bit younger. The champion really enjoyed himself at the poor boy's expense, always making the boy look 
ridiculous. 
 
But the champion ended up getting bored with all this. He needed something more, so he decided to apply 
for the national video games championship, where he would find some competitors worthy of himself. At the 
championship he was keen to show his skills but, when he tried using all those tricks and cheats he knew 
from a thousand different games, well... none of them worked. The competition judges had prevented any of 
the tricks from working. 
 
He felt terribly embarrassed: he was a good player, but without his cheats, he couldn't beat a single 
competitor. He was soon eliminated, and sat there, sad and pensive. Finally, they announced the name of 
the tournament champion. It was the poor boy from home. The one he had always beaten! 
Our boy realised that the poor boy had been much cleverer than himself. It hadn't mattered to the poor boy if 
he lost and got a good beating, because what he was really doing was learning from each of his defeats. 
And from so much learning he had been transformed into a real master. 
 
From then on, the boy who had loved winning gave up wanting to win all the time. He was quite happy to 
lose sometimes, because that was when he would learn how to win on the really important occasions. 
 
Rules 
 
Click here for the Tennis Canada Rulebook, Rules of the Court 2015. 
 
Click here for the City of Cote St-Luc Club Rules and Regulations, last updated in 2013. 
 
Etiquette 
 
Tennis has official regulations that players have to follow, but there are also unwritten rules that are 
important for any player to know. Whether you play occasionally or are a professional athlete, you need to 
know how to behave on and off of the court. The last thing you want to do is run into problems, and you can 
avoid many common problems if you are aware of the general courtesies and basic rules. 

 
True or False? 
 
__________ The server should always announce the set score before the start of each game and the game 
score before each point. State the score loudly and in a clear voice; you do not want to recap each point at 
the end of the game if there is any confusion. Additionally, announcing the score lets the receiver know that 
you are ready to begin the next point. 
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__________ If you cannot clearly tell whether your opponent’s shot is in or out, it’s in. You must be 100 
percent sure you are making the correct call, so the benefit of the doubt goes to you opponent if there is any 
doubt. To be safe, return all of your opponent’s shots even if it is in play, and call the shot out in a clear voice 
if you know that it’s out. 
 
__________ You should not make calls on your own shots that land on the other side of the court. You have 
to respect your opponent’s call and trust that they are an honest player. 
 
__________ When in doubt call it out.  
 
__________ Even if you are playing badly, do not shout or look down in a friendly match. As you will learn, 
your attitude effects how you play, so try to have fun and stay positive. Also, it is disrespectful to your 
opponent to look miserable after every point. Give them credit if they are beating you, and keep your head 
up. 
 
__________ You should talk and even scream in the middle of points. Your will  confuse your opponent and 
you are more likely to win.. 
 
__________ Stop play and re-start the point if a ball from another court rolls onto your court.  
 
__________ You should always wait for the players on the other court to finish their point before you return 
their ball.  
 
__________ You can keep the ball against the back fence on your court if you do not want to interrupt their 
rally. 
 
Write DO or DON’T 
 
_____ Know the Rules 
_____ Show up late for your match 
_____ Be mean to your opponent 
_____ Shake hands after the match 
_____ Introduce yourself to your opponent 
_____ Slam the ball off the court or throw your        
           racket 
_____ Call the score loudly and clearly 
_____ Speak in the middle of a point 
_____ Confirm your match time and location 
_____ Hold or pocket two balls on first serve 
_____ Cheat to get even with your opponent 
_____ Interrupt play on other courts 
 

_____ Spin your racket before starting your warm- 
           up 
_____ Shout or make loud noises in the middle of a  
           point 
_____ Wait until players finish a point before walking  
           on or behind another court to get a ball 
_____ Talk to friends, parents, coaches or  
           spectators during the match 
_____ Only start when you are ready to play 
_____ The ball is in if you don't clearly see it out 
_____ Applaud your opponent's good shots 
_____ Carry your own equipment 
 

 
Wonder Word 

 
T S E R P A E Z P F R 
M K T T E U Y T U U E 
R M I N F S E X L V W 
U V Q S D C P E R Q C 
E Q U M I P S E W D H 
E F E A E N S N C U V 
G V T R L L N F Z T E 
X T T P I U O E C M V 
Y E E Y F A U H T N X 
X C Z C X Q F C X M I 
V K B O M V U M T D T 

 

ETIQUETTE  
FAIR  
FUN  

RESPECT  
RULES  
SERVE  
TENNIS 

 
Try to find the hidden word! 

 
__ __ __ __ 

 
	  


